Meeting called to order by Erin Powell via teleconference on April 29th, 2018.

1. Correction for previously unprocessed Judge’s Council Application

A Judging Council Application that had been submitted according to requirements was inadvertently missed. The application was reviewed using the point rubric previously applied to other Judges for admission onto the Judge’s Council. It was determined that the judge met the criteria for appointment to the Jr Judge’s Council.

Motion to appoint Julia Orlinsky-Morgan to the Jr Judge’s Council for 2018-2019.
- Motion: Billie Willis
- Second: Jenae Ashbrook
- Vote: unanimous

2. Recommendation for Judge’s Assignment to the Central American and Caribbean Games

An invitation was received for two neutral judges for the Central American and Caribbean Sports Games, August 1-2 in Colombia. The judges must be FIG Category 2 or higher Trampoline. The USA will not send a delegation for this event. Any judges submitted will receive funding to this event.

Only 3 judges meet the requirements, and one of the members had a scheduling conflict that precluded their participation at this event.

Motion to assign Dante Hebert and Tatiana Kovaleva to the Central American and Caribbean Games.
- Motion: Billie Willis
- Second: Jenae Ashbrook
- Vote: Unanimous [Dante Hebert abstained].
3. Potential issue with tracking judging assignment requests in Google documents.

Currently members who complete domestic judging assignments the Google form are not able to verify if their submission was received.

The Technical Committee will modify the Request for Assignment form to include an automatic email upon submission, so that members can ensure and track that their requests were received.

Meeting adjourned.